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Abstract

In this paper we discuss higher-order asymptotic expansions for proper scor-

ing rules generalizing results for likelihood quantities, but meanwhile bring in

the difficulty caused by the failure of the information identity. In particular,

we derive higher-order approximations to the distribution of the scoring rule

estimator, of the scoring rule ratio test statistic and, for a scalar parameter

of interest, of the signed scoring rule root statistic. From these expansions, a

modified signed scoring rule root statistic is proposed. Examples are given il-

lustrating the accuracy of the modified signed scoring rule root statistic with

respect to first-order methods.

Keywords: Asymptotic expansions, Hyvärinen scoring rule, Information

identity, Likelihood asymptotics, Robustness, Third-order inference, Tsallis

scoring rule.

1. Introduction

The theory of higher-order asymptotics for likelihood-based procedures pro-

vides very accurate inferences in a variety of parametric statistical problems

(see, e.g., [? ? ], and references therein). In this paper we address the issue of

higher-order asymptotics for proper scoring rules.5

A scoring rule (see, for instance, the recent overviews by [? ] and [? ], and

references therein) is a special kind of loss function designed to measure the

quality of a probability distribution for a random variable, given its observed
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value. It is proper if it encourages honesty in the probability evaluation. Proper

scoring rules supply unbiased estimating equations for any statistical model,10

which can be chosen to increase robustness or for ease of computation. The

appeal of scoring rule inference lies in the potential adaptation of the scoring

rule to the particular application [? ], and it forms a special case ofM -estimation

(see e.g. [? ]). Among the most important proper scoring rules are the Brier

score [? ], the logarithmic score [? ], the Tsallis score [? ], and the Hyvärinen15

score [? ]. In particular, when using the logarithmic score, the full likelihood

and the composite likelihood [? ] are obtained as special cases of proper scoring

rules (see for instance ? ]).

Proper scoring rule inference is usually based on the first-order approxima-

tions to the distribution of the scoring rule estimator or of the scoring rule ratio20

test statistic [? ]. However, several examples illustrate the inaccuracy of first-

order methods, even in models with a scalar parameter, when the sample size is

small or moderate. In particular, numerical studies in [? ] show that the Wald-

type statistic based on the Tsallis scoring rule provides unsatisfactory results

in terms of actual coverage of confidence intervals. Simulation studies in ? ],25

conducted to compare the Hyvärinen estimator [? ] to the full and the pairwise

maximum likelihood estimators in the first order autoregressive model, reveal

that these estimates are, on average, close to the true values. However, a loss of

efficiency is present especially near to boundaries of the parameter space. For

more accurate inference refinements can be considered to improve the first-order30

approximations.

In this paper we discuss higher-order asymptotic expansions for proper scor-

ing rules generalizing results for likelihood quantities, but allowing for the failure

of the information identity. In particular, we derive higher-order approximations

to the distribution of the scoring rule estimator, of the scoring rule ratio test35

statistic, and of the signed scoring rule root statistic for a scalar parameter.

From these expansions, a modified signed scoring rule root statistic is proposed.

Simulation studies are conducted to compare different procedures based on the

Tsallis and the Hyvärinen scoring rules. While the former gives rise to estimators
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that may be robust [? ], the later appears particularly attractive for inference in40

the natural exponential family [? ]. The examples presented show that the pro-

posed modified signed scoring rule root statistic performs extremely well even

for small sample sizes and outperforms the first-order scoring rule statistics.

The paper unfolds as follows. In Section 2 we introduce scoring rules and we

review first-order inference for proper scoring rules. We develop higher-order45

expansions in Section 3. Simulation studies are presented in Section 4. We

conclude with a discussion in Section 5.

2. Background on scoring rules

For notations and background on scoring rules we refer to [? ]. Consider

a random variable X on the sample space X and a class of distributions P on50

X . A scoring rule S∗(x,Q) is a loss function, from X × P to (−∞,∞], which

measures the quality of a probability distribution Q for the random variable X

given its observed result x. The expected value of S∗(x,Q) under P is denoted

by S∗(P,Q).

A scoring rule is proper relative to the class P if

S∗(P,Q) ≥ S∗(P, P ), for any distribution P,Q ∈ P. (1)

It is strictly proper when the equality is achieved only at Q = P . The validity55

of this property depends on the class of distributions P under consideration.

There exists a great variety of scoring rules (for examples see, e.g., [? ], [?

] and [? ], and references therein). One of the well-known scoring rules is the

logarithmic scoring rule S∗(x,Q) = − log q(x) [? ], with q(·) the density function

of Q with respect to the measure µ. This scoring rule is just the negative log-

likelihood. Another prominent example is the Hyvärinen score [? ], which is

defined as

S∗

H(x,Q) = 2
∂2 log q(x)

∂x2
+

(
∂ log q(x)

∂x

)2

, x ∈ IR. (2)

The Hyvärinen score is a special case of homogeneous local proper scoring rule

[? ]. It was subsequently generalised to the case of a Riemannian manifold in
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[? ] and to the case of non-negative and positive real domains, and for binary

variables, in [? ]. Another scoring rule of particular interest is the Tsallis score

[? ], which is a special case of the Bregman score [? ]. The Tsallis scoring rule

is given by

S∗

T (x,Q) = (γ − 1)

∫
q(y)γdµ(y)− γq(x)γ−1 , x ∈ IR, γ > 1. (3)

Estimators based on (??) are minimum density power divergence estimators [?

]. Values of the parameter γ near 1 can give rise to robust estimators with

negligible loss of efficiency with respect to the maximum likelihood estimator

(see [? ]).60

Proper scoring rules can also be extended to the case of a random vector.

Let {Xk} be a set of marginal or conditional variables with associated proper

scoring rule S∗

k . A proper scoring rule for the random vector X is defined as

S∗(x, Q) =
∑

k

S∗

k(xk, Qk) , (4)

where Xk ∼ Qk when X ∼ Q, and x and xk are the values assumed by X and

Xk, respectively. Scoring rules of the form (??) are called composite scoring

rules; see ? ] and [? ]. Note that when each S∗

k is the logarithmic score,

equation (??) is a negative composite log-likelihood; see ? ].

2.1. First-order inference for scoring rules65

Let X be a random variable taking values in a sample space X and Q =

{Qθ : θ ∈ Θ ⊆ IRk} ⊆ P, with k ≥ 1, be a parametric family of distributions on

X . Let q(x; θ) denote the probability density function of Qθ. Given a proper

scoring rule S∗(x, θ) on X , hereafter we will implicitly identify S∗(x,Qθ) with

S∗(x, θ). Since any positive affine transformation of a proper scoring rule is again70

a proper scoring rule, in the rest of the paper we consider S(x, θ) = −S∗(x, θ).

This choice is adopted to be consistent with the results for likelihood quantities.

Let (X1, ..., Xn) be a sequence of independent and identical distributed ran-

dom variables with distribution function Qθ, with θ ∈ Θ. Let θ0 denote the true
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value of the parameter θ. To estimate θ we can consider the value θ̂S which

maximizes the total empirical score

S(θ) =

n∑

i=1

S(xi, θ), (5)

where (x1, ..., xn) is the observed sample. In what follows, we assume the fol-

lowing conditions (for further details see ? ], ? ], ? ], ? ]).

Condition 1 Let Θ be an open set and suppose that the support of X does not75

depend on θ. Furthermore suppose that the operations of integration and

differentiation with respect to θ may be exchanged and all the components

of θ are identifiable.

Condition 2 S(x, θ) is a function absolutely continuous in θ and continuously

differentiable in a neighborhood of θ0. Suppose that Eθ0 (S(X, θ)) exists80

for all θ ∈ Θ and has a unique maximum at θ = θ0, with θ0 inner point of

Θ.

Condition 3 sθ(x, θ) = ∂S(x,θ)
∂θT

is assumed to be absolutely continuous in θ

with derivative sθθ(x, θ) = ∂2S(x,θ)

∂θ∂θT
such that Eθ0 (sθθ(X, θ0))

2
is finite.

Let sθθθ(x, θ) be the third derivative of S(x, θ). Suppose, further, that the85

absolute value of sθθθ(X, θ0) is dominated by an integrable function for

every θ in a neighborhood of θ0.

Condition 4 The matrices J(θ0) = Eθ0
(
sθ(X, θ0)sθ(X, θ0)

T
)
and K(θ0) =

−Eθ0 (sθθ(X, θ0)) are positive definite and non singular, respectively.

Note that Condition 2 ensures that θ̂S is the solution of the scoring rule esti-

mating equation

sθ(θ) =
n∑

i=1

sθ(xi, θ) = 0. (6)

It can be proved that the scoring rule estimating function (??) is unbiased90

for any proper scoring rule (see [? ], [? ], [? ]). When S(x, θ) is minus the

logarithmic score, the scoring rule estimating equation (??) is just the likelihood
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equation, and the scoring rule estimator θ̂S is just the maximum likelihood

estimator (MLE).

Under Conditions 1-4, the scoring rule estimator θ̂S is asymptotically nor-

mal, with mean θ0 and variance 1
nV (θ0), where

V (θ0) = K(θ0)
−1J(θ0)(K(θ0)

−1)
T
.

The matrix G(θ) = V (θ)−1 is known as the Godambe information matrix [? ].

The form of V (θ) is due to the failure of the second Bartlett identity since, in

general, K(θ) 6= J(θ). In the special case of the logarithmic score, we have that

G(θ) = K(θ) = J(θ) is the Fisher information matrix for a single observation.

From the general theory of M -estimators, the influence function (IF) of the

estimator θ̂S is given by

IFS(x; θ) = K(θ)−1sθ(x, θ) , (7)

and it measures the effect on the estimator of an infinitesimal contamination95

at the point x, standardized by the mass of the contamination. The estimator

θ̂S is B-robust if and only if sθ(x, θ) is bounded in x, for each θ. Robustness

properties of the Tsallis score are discussed in [? ] and [? ].

Hypothesis testing and confidence regions for θ can be formed in the usual way

by using a consistent estimate of the asymptotic variance 1
nV (θ). In particular,100

inference for θ can be based on the scoring rule Wald-type statistic

WS
w (θ) = n(θ̂S − θ)

T
V (θ̂S)

−1(θ̂S − θ) , (8)

which has an asymptotic χ2
k distribution; see [? ]. Standard error evaluation

requires consistent estimation of the matrices J(θ) and K(θ). If n is large, these

matrices may be empirically estimated by

Ĵ =
1

n

n∑

i=1

s(xi, θ̂S)s(xi, θ̂S)
T
, K̂ = − 1

n

n∑

i=1

∂s(xi, θ)

∂θ

∣∣∣
θ=θ̂S

.

Moreover, when it is possible to simulate from the model, the matrices J(θ)

and K(θ) can be estimated through Monte Carlo samples; see, for instance, ? ]

and ? ] for a detailed account on the estimation of the two matrices under the
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composite likelihood setting. The asymptotic χ2
k distributional result holds also105

for the scoring rule score-type statistic WS
s (θ) = n−1sθ(θ)

T J(θ̂S)
−1sθ(θ); see ?

].

On the contrary, the asymptotic distribution of the scoring rule ratio statistic

WS(θ) = 2
{
S(θ̂S)− S(θ)

}
(9)

departs from the familiar likelihood result, and involves a linear combination of

independent chi-square random variables with coefficients given by the eigen-

values of a matrix related to Godambe information [? ]. More precisely,

WS(θ)
L→

k∑

j=1

µjZ
2
j ,

where µ1, . . . , µk are the eigenvalues of J(θ)K(θ)−1 and Z1, . . . , Zk are indepen-

dent standard normal variates.110

Since the asymptotic null distribution of (??) depends both on the statistical

model and on the parameter of interest, adjustments to WS(θ) are of interest

aiming at an asymptotic null distribution that depends only on the dimension

of the parameter of interest. For instance, in the scalar parameter case, i.e. for

k = 1, the adjusted scoring rule root statistic satisfies115

WS
adj(θ) =

WS(θ)

µ1

L→ χ2
1 ,

where

µ1 = µ1(θ) = J(θ)K(θ)−1. (10)

Similarly, the adjusted signed scoring rule root statistic

rSadj(θ) = sgn(θ̂S − θ)
√
WS
adj(θ)

L→ N(0, 1) . (11)

For k > 1, adjustments of WS(θ) are discussed in [? ].

Note that analogous limiting results can be shown to hold when θ is parti-

tioned as θ = (ψ, λ), where ψ is a k0-dimensional parameter of interest and λ

is a (k − k0)-dimensional nuisance parameter (see, e.g., [? ]). For instance, the

Wald-type statistic for ψ is given by

WS
wp(ψ) = n(ψ̂S − ψ)T (Gψψ(θ̂S))

−1(ψ̂S − ψ),
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where θ̂S = (ψ̂S , λ̂S) and its asymptotic null distribution is χ2
k0
. Moreover, we

can define the profile scoring rule ratio statistic for ψ as

WS
p (ψ) = 2

(
S(θ̂S)− S(θ̂Sψ)

)
, (12)

where θ̂Sψ = (ψ, λ̂Sψ) represents the constrained score estimate. The asymp-

totic distribution of (??) is
∑k0
j=1 νjZ

2
j , where ν1, . . . , νk0 are the eigenvalues of

the matrix (Kψψ)−1Gψψ, with Kψψ and Gψψ sub-matrices of K−1 and G−1

with respect to ψ, respectively. Moreover, Z1, . . . , Zk0 are independent stan-

dard normal variates. Note that when k0 = 1, an adjustment of WS
p (ψ), which

recovers the usual χ2
1 asymptotic distribution, is given by (see [? ])

WS
p (ψ)adj =

Kψψ(θ̂Sψ)

Gψψ(θ̂Sψ)
WS
p (ψ).

3. Higher-order expansions for scoring rules

In this section, we discuss higher-order asymptotic expansions for (θ̂S − θ),

for WS(θ) and, when k = 1, for the signed scoring rule root statistic120

rS(θ) = sgn(θ̂S − θ)
√
WS(θ).

As for likelihood quantities, these expansions are the basis for the study of

higher-order asymptotic properties. In particular, in this paper it is of interest

to compute the modified signed scoring rule root statistic, given by

rSM (θ) =
rS(θ)−m(θ)√
µ1(θ) + v(θ)

, (13)

where m(θ) is of order O(n−1/2), v(θ) is of order O(n−1) and µ1(θ) is given in

(??). The mean and the variance corrections in (??) can improve the accuracy125

of the asymptotic normal approximation to the distribution of rS(θ) (see [? ],

[? ], [? ]).

The expansions of the mean and the variance of rS(θ) obtained in this section

can be similarly derived for the signed profile scoring rule root statistic

rSp (ψ) = sgn(ψ̂S − ψ)
√
WS
p (ψ), (14)
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where ψ is the scalar parameter of interest. In particular, an expansion for130

WS
p (ψ) can be obtained by writing S(θ̂S) − S(θ̂Sψ) as the difference between

S(θ̂S)−S(θ) and S(θ̂Sψ)−S(θ), and expanding both these terms. Examples of

(??) for a scalar parameter of interest and of the higher-order modification of

(??), denoted by rSpM (ψ), are discussed in Section ??.

Let assume that the first four derivatives of the total empirical score in (??),135

sθ(θ), sθθ(θ), sθθθ(θ), sθθθθ(θ), have joint cumulants up to the fourth order

which are of order O(n) (see ? , Section 3.4]).

In the following, it is convenient to suppress the dependence on θ for the deriva-

tives of sθ(θ) and, when θ is multidimensional, to use index notation and Ein-

stein’s summation convention. The components of θ are denoted by θr, the140

corresponding components of sθ are sr, and the components of the derivatives

of sθ are denoted by srs, srst, . . ., where the indices r, s, t, . . . range over 1, . . . , k.

The expected values of these derivatives are νrs = Eθ(srs), νrst = Eθ(srst), . . .,

and these quantities are of order O(n). Further, the zero-mean variables sr,

Hrs = srs − νrs, . . ., are of order Op(n
1/2). These assumptions are satisfied145

since sθ is a sum of n independent random variables. Finally, we use the nota-

tion νr,s = Eθ(srss), νrs,t = Eθ(srsst), . . ., and we denote with urs = −νrs and
with urs the inverse matrix of urs.

3.1. Expansion of (θ̂S − θ)

Under regularity conditions, sr(θ̂S) can be Taylor expanded around θ. This150

gives

0 = sr(θ̂S) = sr + (θ̂S − θ)ssrs +
1

2
(θ̂S − θ)stsrst

+
1

6
(θ̂S − θ)stusrstu +Op(n

−1) , (15)

where (θ̂S − θ)st = (θ̂S − θ)s(θ̂S − θ)t, and so on.

Let us denote the generic partial derivative of order m of S(θ) by sRm =

sr1......rm , and consider the decomposition sRm = νRm + HRm, where νRm =

O(n) and the centered variables HRm = sRm − νRm are of order Op(n
1/2), for155
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m > 1. Remembering that νrs = −urs, then (??) can be re-written as

0 = sr + (θ̂S − θ)s (−urs +Hrs) +
1

2
(θ̂S − θ)st (νrst +Hrst)

+
1

6
(θ̂S − θ)stu (νrstu +Hrstu) +Op(n

−1) ,

which gives

urs(θ̂S − θ)s = sr + (θ̂S − θ)sHrs +
1

2
(θ̂S − θ)st (νrst +Hrst)

+
1

6
(θ̂S − θ)stu (νrstu +Hrstu) +Op(n

−1) .

Now, it is possible to isolate (θ̂S− θ)h on the left-hand side by multiplying both

sides by uhr. This gives

(θ̂S − θ)h = sh +Hh
s (θ̂S − θ)s +

1

2
νhst(θ̂S − θ)st +

1

2
Hh
st(θ̂S − θ)st

+
1

6
νhstu(θ̂S − θ)stu +Op(n

−2) , (16)

where Hh
s = uhrHrs, . . . , H

h
Sn

= uhrHrSn
, νhs = uhrνrs, . . . , ν

h
Sn

= uhrνrSn
, and160

sh = uhrsr.

Using the iterative substitution method (see [? ], Section 9.3.2), after some

simple algebra we obtain

(θ̂S − θ)h = sh +
1

2
νrsts

st +Hr
s s
s +

1

6
(νhstu + 3νhsvν

v
tu)s

stu

+
1

2
(Hh

st + 2νhsvH
v
t +Hr

vν
v
st)s

st +Hh
vH

v
s s
s +Op(n

−2) , (17)

where sst = ssst, sstu = ssstsu, and so on.

3.2. Asymptotic bias of θ̂S165

Expansion (??) makes it possible to obtain an asymptotic expansion for the

bias of θ̂S . We have

Eθ(θ̂S − θ)h =
1

2
νhstEθ(s

st) + Eθ(H
h
s s

s) +O(n−2) , (18)

where the expectation of terms of order Op(n
−3/2) in (??) is of order O(n−2).

Indeed, the expectations Eθ(srssst), Eθ(srssHtu) and Eθ(srHstHuv) are of or-

der O(n).
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The two expected values in (??) are, respectively,

Eθ(s
st) = usvutwEθ(svsw) = usvutwνv,w

and

Eθ(H
h
s s

s) = uhuusvEθ(Hussv) = uhuusvEθ((sus − νus) sv) = uhuusvνus,v .

Then, we obtain

Eθ(θ̂S − θ)h =
1

2
uhuνustEθ(s

st) + Eθ(H
h
s s

s) +O(n−2)

=
1

2
uhuνustu

svutwνv,w + uhuusvνus,v +O(n−2)

= uhsuuv
(
νsu,v +

1

2
utwνsutνv,w

)
+O(n−2) . (19)

Remark 1. Note that when the information identity holds, i.e. when νr,s = urs170

or, equivalently, utwνv,w = δtv, where δ
t
v is the Kronecker’s delta, equation (??)

reduces to

Eθ(θ̂S − θ)r = ursuuv
(
νsu,v +

1

2
δtvνsut

)
+O(n−2)

=
1

2
ursuuv (2νsu,v + νsuv) +O(n−2) , (20)

recovering the result for the logarithmic score, that is for the MLE; see, e.g., ?

, Section 5.3], ? , Section 9.4.2] and ? , Section 5.3].

175

Remark 2. A first-order bias corrected scoring rule estimator can be defined as

θ̂cS = θ̂S − d(θ̂S) ,

where d(θ) has components dr(θ) = ursuuv
(
νsu,v +

1
2u

twνsutνv,w
)
. The asymp-

totic expansion (??) could also be used to obtain approximations of moments

of θ̂S of order higher than one; see, e.g., ? , Section 9.4.3] and ? , Section 5.3].

Remark 3. In the scalar case, i.e. for k = 1, equation (??) reduces to180

Eθ(θ̂S − θ) = ν−2
θθ

(
νθθ,θ −

1

2
ν−1
θθ νθθθνθ,θ

)
+O(n−2) , (21)
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where νθθ = Eθ(sθθ), νθ,θ = Eθ(s
2
θ), νθθ,θ = Eθ(sθθsθ) and νθθθ = Eθ(sθθθ).

Moreover, when the second order Bartlett identity holds, i.e. when νθ,θ =

−νθθ = uθθ, equation (??) simplifies to

Eθ(θ̂S − θ) = u−2
θθ

(
νθθ,θ +

1

2
νθθθ

)
+O(n−2) . (22)

3.3. Expansion of WS(θ)

Direct application of stochastic Taylor formula gives185

S(θ̂S)− S(θ) = (θ̂S − θ)rsr +
1

2
(θ̂S − θ)rssrs +

1

6
(θ̂S − θ)rstsrst

+
1

24
(θ̂S − θ)rstusrstu +Op(n

−3/2) .

Using the quantities HRn
and substituting (??) in the above expansion, we

obtain

WS(θ) = 2

[
(θ̂S − θ)rsr +

1

2
(θ̂S − θ)rs (Hrs + νrs)

+
1

6
(θ̂S − θ)rst (Hrst + νrst)

+
1

24
(θ̂S − θ)rstu (Hrstu + νrstu)

]
+Op(n

−3/2)

= urss
rs +

1

3
(νrsts

t + 3Hrs)s
rs +

1

12
(νrstu + 3νrsvν

v
tu)s

rstu

+
1

3
(Hrst + 3νrsvH

v
t )s

rst +HrvH
v
s s
rs +Op(n

−3/2) . (23)

From (??) it is possible to obtain an asymptotic expansion for Eθ(W
S(θ))

of the form

Eθ(W
S(θ)) = ursνr,s +R(θ) +O(n−2) , (24)

where R(θ) is of order O(n−1) and is given by190

R(θ) =
1

12

(
Brstuu

rsutu +Brstuvwu
rsutuuvw

)
,

with

Brstu = 3νysuxu
ywuxlνw,rνt,l

+ 12 (νyt,usu
ywνw,r + νr,t,us + νt,ysuu

ywνw,r) , (25)
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and

Brstuvw = (3νrszνuyw + 6νrzyνsuw)u
xyuzpνx,vνt,p

+ 12(νr,stνuv,w + νr,tvνsu,w + νx,stνuvyu
xyνw,y)

+ 24νr,yvνsuwu
xyνx,t + 4νr,t,vνsuw . (26)

In order to obtain expression (??) the following approximations have been used

Eθ(slsksxsz) = νl,k,x,z = νl,kνx,z + νl,xνk,z + νl,zνk,x +O(n),

Eθ(Hrstsxslsk) = νrst,xνl,k + νrst,lνx,k + νrst,kνz,l +O(n),

Eθ(Hqtsxslsk) = νqt,xνl,k + νqt,lνx,k + νqt,kνx,l +O(n),

Eθ(HrsHtusvsw) = νv,w(νrs,tu − νrsνtu) + νrs,vνtu,w + νrs,wνtu,v +O(n).

as well as the following identity in (??)

Eθ(Hrssvsw) = νrs,v,w − νrsνv,w.

Note that we are also implicitly using the identity uvlνls = −δvs .
195

Remark 4. If the information identity holds, equations (??) and (??) reduce to

Brstu = 3νysuxδ
y
r δ
x
t + 12 (νyt,usδ

y
r + νr,t,us + νt,ysuδ

y
r )

= 3νrsut + 12 (νrt,us + νr,t,us + νt,rsu) ,

and

Brstuvw = (3νrszνuyw + 6νrzyνsuw)δ
y
vδ
z
t

+ 12(νr,stνuv,w + νr,tvνsu,w + νr,stνuvyδ
y
w)

+ 24νr,yvνsuwδ
y
t + 4νr,t,vνsuw

= (3νrstνuvw + 6νrtvνsuw)

+ 12(νr,stνuv,w + νr,tvνsu,w + νr,stνuvw)

+ 24νr,tvνsuw + 4νr,t,vνsuw .

In this case, R(θ) is consistent with the result for the likelihood ratio test; see,

e.g., ? , Section 5.3], ? , Section 9.4.5] and ? , Section 5.4].
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3.4. Asymptotics for scoring rule signed square root200

As in ? , Chapter 7], we define the vector with components

WS
t = st +

1

6
urs(3Hrt + uvwνrtvsw)ss

+
1

72
ursuvwsw (27HrtHsv + 8uxyuzpνrtvνsxzsysp

+ 30uxyνrtvHsxsy + 12Hrtvss + 3uxyνrtvxsssy) +Op(n
−1) , (27)

which is such that WS(θ) =WS
t W

S
u u

tu +Op(n
−3/2).

From (??), it is possible to obtain an asymptotic expansion for the expecta-

tion of WS
t , with error of order O(n−1). We have

Eθ(W
S
t ) =

1

6
urs(3νrt,s + uvwνrtvνw,s) +O(n−1) . (28)

If the information identity holds, the above expansion reduces to205

Eθ(W
S
t ) =

1

6
urs(3νrt,s + δvsνrtv) +O(n−1)

=
1

6
urs(3νrt,s + νrts) +O(n−1) . (29)

Using (??), (??) and (??), we can obtain the expression for Covθ(W
S
t ,W

S
s ).

We have

Covθ(W
S
t ,W

S
s ) = Eθ(W

S
t W

S
s )− Eθ(W

S
t )Eθ(W

S
s )

= Eθ((W
S)2)uts − Eθ(W

S
t )Eθ(W

S
s )

= νt,s +
1

12
(Brstuu

ru +Brstuvwu
ruuvw)

− Eθ(W
S
t )Eθ(W

S
s ) +O(n−1) .

Inserting (??) in the above formula, with straightforward but rather lengthy

calculations, we obtain

Covθ(W
S
t ,W

S
s ) = νt,s +

1

12
{Brstuuru + uruuvw[Brstuvw − 3νrt,uνvs,w

− ulmνm,u (νvt,wνrsl + νvs,wνrtl)−
1

3
νrtxνvszu

xyuzpνy,uνp,w]}

+ O(n−1) .

14



Let rS = WS
t i

−1/2
t , where i

−1/2
t denotes an arbitrary square root matrix of210

urs. Then

Eθ(r
S) = m(θ) +O(n−3/2) , (30)

with

m(θ) =
1

6
ursi

−1/2
t (3νrt,s + uvwνrtvνw,s)

of order O(n−1/2). Moreover,

V arθ(r
S) = Covθ(W

S
t ,W

S
s )u

ts = utsνt,s + v(θ) +O(n−2) ,

with

v(θ) = R(θ)− 1

12
[3νrt,uνvs,w+

1

3
νrtxνvszu

xyuzpνy,uνp,w

+ ulmνm,u (νvt,wνrsl + νvs,wνrtl)
]
ursutuuvw

of order O(n−1). The first term utsνt,s in V arθ(r
S) indicates that rS has not a

standard normal distribution.215

Remark 5. In the scalar case, we have

m(θ) =
1

6
u
−3/2
θθ (3νθθ,θ + u−1

θθ νθθθνθ,θ) (31)

and

v(θ) = R(θ)−m(θ)2 , (32)

where R(θ) is given by

R(θ) =
1

12
(B4u

−2
θθ +B6u

−3
θθ ) , (33)

with

B4 = 3νθθθθu
−2
θθ ν

2
θ,θ + 12(νθθ,θθu

−1
θθ νθ,θ + νθ,θ,θθ + νθ,θθθu

−1
θθ νθ,θ) (34)

and

B6 = 9ν2θθθu
−2
θθ ν

2
θ,θ + 24ν2θ,θθ + 36νθ,θθνθθθu

−1
θθ νθ,θ + 4νθ,θ,θνθθθ , (35)

15



where the symbol ν = ν(θ) is used to indicate moments of scoring rule deriva-

tives, i.e. νθθθ = Eθ(sθθθ), νθ,θθ = Eθ(sθsθθ), and so on.

Note that in the scalar parameter case for the scoring rule ratio statistic we

have220

WS(θ) = uθθs
θθ +

1

3
(νθθθs

θ + 3Hθθ)s
θθ +

1

12
(νθθθθ + 3νθθθν

θ
θθ)s

θθθθ

+
1

3
(Hθθθ + 3νθθθH

θ
θ )s

θθθ +HθθH
θ
θ s
θθ +Op(n

−3/2)

= uθθu
θθuθθs2θ +

1

3
(νθθθu

θθsθ + 3Hθθ)
(
uθθ

)2
s2θ

+
1

12
(νθθθθ + 3νθθθνθθθu

θθ)s4θ
(
uθθ

)4
+

1

3
(Hθθθ + 3νθθθHθθu

θθ)s3θ
(
uθθ

)3

+ HθθHθθu
θθs2θ +Op(n

−3/2) , (36)

and its expected value is

E(WS(θ)) = uθθνθ,θ +
1

3
(νθθθu

θθνθ,θ,θ + 3νθθ,θ,θ)
(
uθθ

)2

+
3

12
(νθθθθ + 3νθθθνθθθu

θθ)ν2θ,θ
(
uθθ

)4

+
1

3
(3νθθθ,θνθ,θ + 9νθθθνθθ,θνθ,θu

θθ)
(
uθθ

)3

+
(
νθθ,θθνθ,θ + 2ν2θθ,θ

) (
uθθ

)3
+O(n−3/2)

= uθθνθ,θ +
1

3
(νθθθu

θθνθ,θ,θ + 3νθθ,θ,θ)
(
uθθ

)2

+
3

12
(νθθθθ + 3νθθθνθθθu

θθ)ν2θ,θ
(
uθθ

)4

+
1

3
(3νθθθ,θνθ,θ + 9νθθθνθθ,θνθ,θu

θθ)
(
uθθ

)3

+
(
νθθ,θθνθ,θ + 2ν2θθ,θ

) (
uθθ

)3
+O(n−3/2) . (37)

Given the expressions (??) and (??) for m(θ) and v(θ), the proposed modified

signed scoring rule root statistic is

rSM (θ) =
rS(θ)−m(θ)√
µ1(θ) + v(θ)

,

with µ1(θ) in (??).

The mean and the variance corrections introduced can improve the accuracy of

the normal approximation of the distribution of rSM (θ). In particular, if third-

and higher-order cumulants of rSM (θ) are of order O(n−3/2) or smaller, then the225
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normal approximation to the distribution of the modified signed scoring rule

root statistic rSM (θ) has an error of order O(n−3/2). This holds in particular

in models with all higher cumulants zero and for the logarithmic score. If

cumulants do not fulfilled such conditions, the normal approximation of the

distribution of rSM (θ) has an error up to the second order, i.e. to order O(n−1).230

Appendix A gives the expansions for the third cumulant of rSM (θ).

4. Simulations

In this section we provide simulation results to assess coverage probabilities

of confidence intervals for a scalar parameter of interest based on the modified

signed scoring rule root statistic rSM (θ) and on rSpM (ψ), for a scalar parameter of235

interest ψ in presence of nuisance parameters. We discuss three examples which

are classical and historical examples of applications of higher-order asymptotics

in the likelihood framework (see [? ], [? ], ? ], [? ]). Example 4.1 refers to

the situation of a normal model with known coefficient of variation. Examples

4.2 and 4.3 deal with nuisance parameters. In particular, Example 4.2 focuses240

on the log-gamma density for which the Hyvärinen scoring rule is particularly

attractive, since the estimators can be found in closed form. Examples 4.3 con-

siders robust scoring rules for the linear regression model. In all the examples

the Tsallis scoring rule is robust. In order to assess the stability of the coverage

levels under small, arbitrary departures from the assumed model, we consider a245

contamination model of the form Qǫ = (1− ǫ)Qθ + ǫG, where Qθ and G denote

the true and the contaminating distributions, respectively. The parameter γ of

the Tsallis score is the trade-off between robustness and efficiency. Its value is

fixed in order to ensure a given asymptotic variance - hence a given asymptotic

efficiency - at the assumed model. It is generally chosen to achieve approxi-250

mately 90% or 95% efficiency under the assumed model distribution (see [? ];

? , Chapter 6]).
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4.1. Normal parabola

Let x1, . . . , xn be a sample from a normal distribution with mean θ and

variance θ2. This is a (2, 1) curved exponential family, known as the normal255

parabola ([? ]). This example has been discussed, among others, in ? , Chapter

7].

The log-likelihood function is

ℓ(θ) = −n
2
log 2π − n log θ − 1

2θ2

n∑

i=1

(xi − θ)2, (38)

the Hyvärinen total empirical score is

SH(θ) =
2n

θ2
− 1

θ4

n∑

i=1

(xi − θ)2, (39)

and the Tsallis total empirical score is

ST (θ) = −n(γ − 1)(2πθ2)−(γ−1)/2

√
γ

+ γ(2πθ2)−(γ−1)/2
n∑

i=1

e−
(γ−1)(xi−θ)2

2θ2 . (40)

Both the MLE and the Hyvärinen score estimator are roots of a quadratic

equation, while the Tsallis score estimator cannot be found in closed form. Note

that the Tsallis score estimator is B-robust since the corresponding sθ(x, θ) is260

bounded.

We ran a simulation experiment, for several values of n and θ = 2, in order

to assess the accuracy of rSM (θ), when data are generated both from the central

model and from the normal model contaminated by a normal distribution with

mean 2 and variance 42. The contamination percentage ǫ is set at 5%. For265

comparison, we consider the scoring rule Wald-type statistic WS
w (θ) and the

first-order adjustment rSadj(θ), both for the Hyvärinen and the Tsallis scoring

rules, and the corresponding likelihood-type counterparts. Results of the Tsallis

statistics are given for γ = 1.2, which gives approximately 90% efficiency under

the central model (see [? ]; [? , Chapter 6]). Table ?? gives the results of the270

simulation study based on 10, 000 Monte Carlo trials.

Note that, under the central model, the Hyvärinen and the Tsallis modified

signed scoring rule roots (rHM and rTM ) perform better than the first-order ad-

justments (rHadj and rTadj). Moreover, they outperform also the corresponding
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Wald-type statistics (WH
w and WT

w ). The third-order pivots are highly accu-275

rate even for rather small sample sizes and behave quite similarly with the

corresponding likelihood-type statistic counterpart. The differences among the

pivots considered vanish as the sample size increases. Under the contaminated

model, the Tsallis procedures show a reasonable behavior, while both likelihood

and Hyvärinen statistics exhibit poor coverage. Finally, we remark that similar280

empirical coverages, not reported here, were obtained also for different values

of θ.

Table 1: Normal parabola. Empirical coverages of 95% confidence intervals, for θ = 2 and

n = 5, 10, 20. Pivots used: Wald (w), signed likelihood root (r), higher-order signed likelihood

root (r∗), Hyvärinen and Tsallis scoring rules Wald-type (WH
w and WT

w ), Hyvärinen and

Tsallis adjusted signed scoring rule roots (rH
adj

and rT
adj

) and Hyvärinen and Tsallis modified

signed scoring rule roots (rH
M

and rT
M

). The Tsallis statistics are given for γ = 1.2.

N(2, 4)

n r r∗ w rHadj rHM WH
w rTadj rTM WT

w

5 0.938 0.946 0.869 0.904 0.942 0.867 0.938 0.948 0.924

10 0.950 0.951 0.916 0.936 0.952 0.914 0.950 0.952 0.925

20 0.946 0.949 0.928 0.940 0.949 0.928 0.947 0.948 0.949

N(2, 4) cont.

n r r∗ w rHadj rHM WH
w rTadj rTM WT

w

5 0.915 0.918 0.868 0.890 0.918 0.871 0.937 0.939 0.801

10 0.914 0.914 0.895 0.899 0.913 0.901 0.940 0.941 0.889

20 0.901 0.898 0.928 0.892 0.890 0.913 0.941 0.940 0.935

4.2. The log-gamma

Consider a random sample x1, . . . , xn of size n from a log-gamma distribution

with scale parameter α > 0 and shape parameter β > 0. Let θ = (α, β). The

log-likelihood function is

ℓ(θ) = −nβ logα− n log(Γ(β)) +

n∑

i=1

(
βxi −

1

α
exi

)
, (41)
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and the Hyvärinen total empirical score is

SH(θ) =
2

α

n∑

i=1

exi −
n∑

i=1

(
β − 1

α
exi

)2

. (42)

The Hyvärinen scoring rule estimates are β̂H =
(
∑n

i=1 e
xi)

2

n
∑n

i=1 e
2xi−(

∑n
i=1 e

xi)
2 and α̂H =

n
∑n

i=1 e
2xi−(

∑n
i=1 e

xi)
2

n
∑n

i=1 e
xi

. The MLE θ̂ is the solution of the likelihood equations

ψ(β) = x̄− logα and α = 1
nβ

∑n
i=1 e

xi , where ψ(·) is the di-gamma function.

The Tsallis total empirical score is

ST (θ) =
γ

(αβΓ(β))
γ−1

n∑

i=1

e(γ−1)(xiβ−
1
α e

xi ) − n(γ − 1)
Γ(βγ)

γβγΓ(β)γ
. (43)

The Tsallis scoring rule is robust for this family of distributions, since the den-

sity p(x; θ) and its derivative with respect to θ are bounded in x, for each θ; see285

Condition 5.2 in [? ].

Note that in the case of α known, the log-gamma density belongs to the one-

parameter natural exponential family with natural parameter β. For this family,

the Hyvärinen modified signed scoring rule root test statistic rHM (β) coincides

with the adjusted signed scoring rule root test statistic rHadj(β) and with the290

scoring rule score-type statistic. Details on the equivalence of these three statis-

tics in the one-parameter exponential family are summarized in Appendix B.

Let β be the parameter of interest and let α be the nuisance parameter. In or-

der to assess the quality of the proposed Hyvärinen and Tsallis modified signed

scoring rule roots (rHpM (β) and rTpM (β)), we run a simulation experiment with295

n = 10, 15, 20, β = 2 and α = 1, both under the central model and a contami-

nated model, i.e. the log-gamma model contaminated by a log-gamma distribu-

tion with parameters α = e and β = 1. The contamination percentage ǫ is set

at 10%. For comparison, we also consider the scoring rule Wald-type statistic

WS
wp(β) and the first-order adjustments rSp (β)adj , both for the Hyvärinen and300

the Tsallis scoring rules, and the corresponding likelihood-type counterparts.

Results of the Tsallis statistics are given for γ = 1.25, which gives approximately

95% efficiency under the central model (see [? ]; ? , Chapter 6]). Table ?? gives

the results of the simulation study based on 10,000 Monte Carlo trials. Under
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the correct model, the modified signed profile scoring rule root statistics rHpM305

and rTpM perform better with respect to the corresponding first-order counter-

part rHp adj and rTp adj . Larger sample sizes would show, as one would expect,

rather little differences between the results of all the procedures. Under the

contaminated model, the Tsallis modified signed scoring rule root statistic show

a reasonable performance in terms of coverage, while both the likelihood and310

Hyvärinen modified signed scoring rule root statistics exhibit poor coverage, as

well as the first order counterparts.

As it is well known, the log-score is invariant with respect to transformations

of the data. Contrariwise, it is easy to show that the Tsallis score [? ] and

the Hyvärinen score are invariant only with respect to linear transformations315

of the data. Results not reported here, shown that the Tsallis modified signed

scoring rule root statistic performs the first order counterparts also in the case

of the exponential distribution (i.e. for β = 1 and Y = exp(X), where X is a

log-gamma random variable). The unreported results indicated also that the

modified signed scoring rule root statistic based on a version of the Hyvärinen320

scoring rule [? ] for non-negative data outperforms the corresponding first order

statistics. Note that, the Hyvärinen scoring rule in (??) is not proper for the

exponential distribution [? ] leading to a biased estimating function.

4.3. Linear regression model

Let us consider a linear regression model as in [? ]

y = Xβ + σǫ,

where X is a n × p fixed matrix of explanatory variables, β ∈ IRp (p ≥ 1) an

unknown regression coefficient, σ > 0 a scale parameter, and ǫ an n-dimensional

vector of random errors from a standard normal distribution.

Let θ = (β, σ). The Hyvärinen total empirical score is

SH(θ) =
2n

σ2
− 1

σ4

n∑

i=1

(yi − xTi β)
2,
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Table 2: Log-gamma. Empirical coverages of 95% confidence intervals, for β = 2 and α = 1

and n = 10, 15, 20. Pivots used: profile Wald (wp), signed profile likelihood root (rp), higher-

order signed profile likelihood root (r∗p), Hyvärinen and Tsallis profile scoring rules Wald-type

(WH
wp and WT

wp), Hyvärinen and Tsallis adjusted signed profile scoring rule roots (rH
p adj

and

rT
p adj

) and Hyvärinen and Tsallis modified signed profile scoring rule roots (rH
pM

and rT
pM

).

The Tsallis statistics are given for γ = 1.25.

Log −Gamma(1, 2)

n rp r∗p wp rHp adj rHpM WH
wp rTp adj rTpM WT

wp

10 0.925 0.945 0.963 0.988 0.946 0.974 0.988 0.948 0.950

15 0.934 0.951 0.963 0.997 0.947 0.975 0.997 0.948 0.955

20 0.944 0.953 0.960 0.999 0.953 0.975 0.999 0.954 0.957

Log −Gamma(1, 2) cont.

n rp r∗p wp rHp adj rHpM WH
wp rTp adj rTpM WT

wp

10 0.910 0.920 0.932 0.981 0.931 0.950 0.981 0.936 0.927

15 0.918 0.908 0.919 0.994 0.923 0.938 0.994 0.933 0.927

20 0.919 0.904 0.912 0.998 0.916 0.930 0.998 0.929 0.919

where xTi is the i-th row of X. When the parameter σ is known and equal to

one, the Hyvärinen test statistics coincide with classical likelihood statistics; the

Hyvärinen estimator coincides with the maximum likelihood estimator also in

the case with σ unknown (see [? ]). This is an example where the matrix J(θ) is

different from the matrix K(θ), but the Godambe information matrix reduces to

the Fisher information one. Consequently, Wald and score type statistics based

on the Hyvärinen scoring rule coincides with the full-likelihood counterparts.

The Tsallis total empirical score is [? ]

ST (θ) =
γ

(2πσ2)
γ−1
2

n∑

i=1

e−
(γ−1)

2σ2 (yi−x
T
i β)

2

− n(γ − 1)
√
γ(2πσ2)(γ−1)/2

.

Let p = 3, ψ = β2 be the scalar parameter of interest, and let λ = (β1, β3, σ)325

be the nuisance parameter. We ran a simulation experiment, for several values

of n, with β = (1, 2, 3) and σ = 1, in order to assess the accuracy of rSpM (β2)

when the model is correctly specified and when the contaminated model is

Q0.1 = 0.90N(0, 1) + 0.1N(100, 302). The entries of the first column of the
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matrix X are 1, those of the second column and third column are generated as330

independent standard normal variables. For comparison, we consider also the

Wald-type statistics, WS
wp(β2), the first-order adjustments, rSp (β2)adj , and the

corresponding likelihood-type counterparts. Results of the Tsallis statistics are

given for γ = 1.22 [? ? ? ], the Tsallis scoring rule estimator is robust for

the linear regression model, and gives approximately 95% efficiency under the335

central model (see [? ]; [? ]; ? , Chapter 6]). Table ?? gives the results of the

simulation study based on 10, 000 Monte Carlo trials.

Under the central model, rTpM (β2) and rHpM (β2) perform better than the cor-

responding first-order adjustments rTp adj(β2) and rHp adj(β2), respectively. The

higher-order Tsallis signed root statistic show a more stable behavior in the340

presence of small deviations from the model.

Table 3: Linear regression model. Empirical coverages of 95% confidence intervals, for β2 = 2

when λ = (1, 3, 1) and n = 10, 15, 20. Pivots used: profile Wald (wp), signed profile likelihood

root (rp), higher-order signed profile likelihood root (r∗p), Hyvärinen and Tsallis profile scoring

rules Wald-type (WH
wp and WT

wp), Hyvärinen and Tsallis adjusted signed profile scoring rule

roots (rH
p adj

and rT
p adj

) and Hyvärinen and Tsallis modified signed profile scoring rule roots

(rH
pM

and rT
pM

). The Tsallis statistics are given for γ = 1.22.

N(0, 1)

n rp r∗p wp rHp adj rHpM WH
wp rTp adj rTpM WT

wp

10 0.887 0.953 0.855 0.855 0.944 0.855 0.862 0.951 0.834

15 0.912 0.951 0.893 0.893 0.947 0.893 0.898 0.949 0.886

20 0.927 0.951 0.915 0.915 0.948 0.915 0.915 0.953 0.910

N(0, 1) cont.

n rp r∗p wp rHp adj rHpM WH
wp rTp adj rTpM WT

wp

10 0.885 0.971 0.842 0.653 0.981 0.842 0.857 0.940 0.999

15 0.925 0.969 0.890 0.645 0.989 0.890 0.911 0.951 1

20 0.936 0.958 0.921 0.598 0.993 0.921 0.922 0.950 1
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5. Final remarks

Asymptotic results have been widely discussed and illustrated for likelihood

procedures in the statistical literature; see, e.g., [? ? ? ], and references therein.

This paper discusses higher-order asymptotics to the scoring rule setting extend-345

ing results for likelihood procedures; see for example [? ]. The results discussed

in this paper include also, as a special instance, the results obtained by [? ] for

composite likelihood, which is a composite logarithmic scoring rule (see Section

2).

Modern likelihood theory based on higher-order asymptotic expansions is very350

accurate, even for small sample sizes, when the model is correct (see, among

others, [? ] and [? ], and references therein). However, [? ] show that small

deviations from the assumed model can wipe out the improvements of the accu-

racy obtained at the model by higher-order likelihood asymptotics. Under small

deviations from the assumed model, the behaviour of robust procedures - such355

as the Tsallis score - in terms of second-order accuracy is generally more stable

and reliable than that of their classical counterparts [? ]. The Hyvärinen score

is not robust and, under model misspecification, its behavior is similar to clas-

sical likelihood procedures. However, it has been considered in the examples in

order to illustrate also for this scoring rule the improvement due to higher-order360

asymptotics under the central model. Moreover, in the case of the log-gamma

distribution it gives rise to closed form estimators, which can be suitable as a

starting point for iterative procedures (see [? ]). In the linear regression model

setting, inference based on the Wald-type Hyvärinen scoring rule statistic coin-

cides with the classical likelihood counterpart. Although examples illustrated365

in Section 4 focus on simple models, they are classical and historical examples

of application of higher-order asymptotics in the likelihood framework ([? ], [?

], ? ], ? ]) which highlight the importance of proper scoring rule. For more

complex models, paralleling likelihood procedures, a promising line of research

appears to be the investigation of the performance of a bootstrap approxima-370

tion when analytical calculation of the expected values involved in rSM (θ) (or
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rSpM (ψ)) is cumbersome as the dimension of the parameter θ (and in particular

of the nuisance parameter λ) is large.
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Appendix A: third order cumulant of rS in the scalar parameter case380

In this section we derive the third cumulant and the skewness of rS for k = 1.

The evaluation of the third cumulant

k3(r
S) = Eθ((r

S)3)− 3Eθ((r
S)2)Eθ(r

S) + 2(Eθ(r
S))3,

requires the calculation of the following quantities Eθ(r
S), Eθ((r

S)2), Eθ((r
S)3)

and (Eθ(r
S))3. By using the expected values of rS and (rS)2 =WS in equations

(??) and (??), respectively, it follows easily that

Eθ(r
S)Eθ((r

S)2) =
1

6
u
−5/2
θθ

(
3νθθ,θ + u−1

θθ νθθθνθ,θ
)
+O(n−3/2).

Moreover, by noting that the leading term of the mean of rS in (??) is of

order n−1/2, we can deduce that (Eθ(r
S))3 = O(n−3/2). In order to find the

expectation of Eθ((r
S)3), we need the following expansion

(rS)3 = u
−3/2
θθ s3θ +

1

2
u
−5/2
θθ s3θ

(
u−1
θθ νθθθsθ + 3Hθθ

)
+Op(n

−3/2).

After taking account that Eθ(s
4
θ) = 3ν2θ,θ +O(n) and Eθ(s

3
θHθθ) = 3νθ,θνθ,θθ +

O(n), the expected value of (rS)3 reduces to

Eθ((r
S)3) = u

−3/2
θθ νθ,θ,θ +

3

2
u
−5/2
θθ

(
u−1
θθ νθθθν

2
θ,θ + 3νθθ,θνθ,θ

)
+O(n−3/2).
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Finally, now we are in the right position to find the third order cumulant and

the skewness of rS . In particular,

k3(r
S) = u

−3/2
θθ

[
νθ,θ,θ + u−1

θθ νθ,θ
(
u−1
θθ νθθθνθ,θ + 3νθθ,θ

)]
+O(n−3/2), (44)

ρ3(r
S) = ν

−3/2
θ,θ

[
νθ,θ,θ + u−1

θθ νθ,θ
(
u−1
θθ νθθθνθ,θ + 3νθθ,θ

)]
+O(n−3/2). (45)

By using properties of cumulants we note that the third cumulant of rSM is

k3(r
S
M ) = var(rS)−3/2k3(r

S).

In order to achieve the third order normal approximation for the distribution

of rSM , we require that the third- and higher-order cumulants of rS are of order

O(n−3/2) or smaller. Otherwise, if cumulants do not satisfy these conditions, the385

mean and the variance corrections improve the accuracy of this approximation

only up to the second order, i.e. to the order O(n−1).

Appendix B: the one-parameter natural exponential family

Let X be a non-degenerate random variable belonging to the one-parameter

natural exponential family390

p(x; θ) = exp {θx− k(θ) + a(x)}, x ∈ IR . (46)

Consider X1, . . . , Xn independent and identically distributed random vari-

ables with density (??). The Hyvarinen total empirical score in this case reduces

to (see for example [? ], ? ])

SH(θ) = −
{
2

n∑

i=1

a′′(xi) +

n∑

i=1

[θ + a′(xi)]
2

}
. (47)

The Hyvärinen score estimator for this family is [? ]

θ̂H = −
∑n
i=1 a

′(Xi)

n
,

which can be computed without knowledge of k(θ); see also [? ]. The Hyvärinen

score estimator is an unbiased estimator for the parameter θ and its variance
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coincides with the inverse of the Godambe functionG−1 = 1
nV ar (a

′(X)). More-

over, it is easy to show that in this situation the modified signed scoring rule

(??), the adjusted signed scoring rule (??), and the scoring rule score-type statis-

tics are asymptotically equivalent up to order O(n−3/2). In order to calculate

the pivot rHM (θ) we need the first four derivatives of the total empirical score in

(??), i.e.

sθ = −2

n∑

i=1

[θ + a′(xi)] , sθθ = −2n, sθθθ = sθθθθ = 0,

and the moments of these scoring rule derivatives

νθ,θ = 4nV ar (a′(X)) = J(θ), νθ,θ,θθ = −2nJ(θ) νθθ,θθ = 4n2,

νθθ = −2n = −uθθ = −K(θ), νθθ,θ = νθ,θθ = νθ,θθθ = 0, νθθθ = νθθθθ = 0.

The quantities R, B4 and B6 at (??), (??) and (??), respectively, are null, as

well as the quantities Hθθ and Hθθθ. Then the signed scoring rule root statistic

reduces to

rH(θ) = u
−1/2
θθ sθ(θ) +Op(n

−3/2) (48)

withm(θ) = 0 and V arθ(r
H) = µ1+Op(n

−2), with µ1 = νθ,θ/uθθ = 2V ar (a′(X)).

The modified signed scoring rule root statistic is

rHM (θ) = J(θ)−1/2sθ(θ) +Op(n
−3/2), (49)

which coincides with the scoring rule score-type statistic up to the orderOp(n
−3/2).

Note also that the adjusted scoring rule root statistic rH

µ
1/2
1

coincides with the

small-sample signed likelihood root statistic rHM .
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